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BELLEVUE, Wash., Jan. 17, 2017 /PRNewswire/ -- Nintex, the leader in workflow and content
automation (WCA) software and cloud solutions, today announced that the company's Nintex
Drawloop data-driven document generation solution for automating and standardizing the
production of digital documents is now available as a FedRAMP Authorized cloud service through
Project Hosts' Federal Private Cloud.

Nintex Drawloop not only simplifies document creation using the same data and documents
government agencies use today, but transforms them into a data-driven process that accelerates
results for government agencies, saving valuable time for information workers and allowing them
to focus more on mission-critical work and less on administrative tasks.

"The availability of Nintex Drawloop as a FedRAMP compliant cloud solution will help government
agencies digitize, automate, and standardize all of their document generation processes, while
complying with the U.S. government's FedRAMP security mandate for cloud-based services," said
Nintex VP Jim Roberson. "By partnering with Project Hosts, our easy-to-use document
generation solution is now available in a FedRAMP Authorized cloud and offered as a FedRAMP
SaaS-level cloud service. Government agencies can now safely and securely eliminate paper from
their processes and go fully digital."

Nintex Drawloop quickly and easily merges data from any standard or custom Salesforce object
into any combination of Word, Excel, PowerPoint or PDF document templates.  This automated and
completely digital process can help government agencies improve how they operate – from
improving vendor and supplier business processes, to serving their constituents better to
managing internal relationships more efficiently. As a result, agencies can achieve higher returns
on their CRM investment by increasing adoption, improving data compliance and forecasting, and
increasing visibility.

"One of the goals of FedRAMP is to create a hybrid cloud framework that allows agencies to
purchase multiple, secure cloud services and have them work together seamlessly," said Scott
Chapman, CEO and co-founder of Project Hosts, Inc. "Agency users can now augment their
Salesforce deployment by adding Nintex Drawloop, while being fully assured that the entire
solution is FedRAMP Authorized."
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About FedRAMP:
The Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program, or FedRAMP, is a government-wide
program that provides a standardized approach to security assessment, authorization, and
continuous monitoring for cloud products and services. This approach uses a "do once, use many
times" framework that saves an estimated 30-40% of government costs, as well as both time and
staff required to conduct redundant agency security assessments. FedRAMP is the result of close
collaboration with cybersecurity and cloud experts from the General Services Administration (GSA),
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), Department of Homeland Security (DHS),
Department of Defense (DOD), National Security Agency (NSA), Office of Management and Budget
(OMB), the Federal Chief Information Officer (CIO) Council and its working groups, as well as
private industry.
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About Project Hosts:
Project Hosts, Inc. is a recognized U.S. Government Cloud Services Provider (CSP) and leader in
providing Managed Cloud Services on Azure and hosting Microsoft Solutions and ISV applications.
Federal and state government agencies, leading enterprises and medium-sized businesses rely on
Project Hosts to deliver a highly secure and dedicated cloud environment that can be customized
to meet their specific business needs, security standards, IT governance and integration
requirements. www.projecthosts.com - info@projecthosts.com
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